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ABSTRACT

International law as a separate legal system has its own sources. This paper is about the impact upon those sources made by two major legal traditions of the modern world: Civil law and Common law traditions. The first part of the paper is about the sources of international law in general, and an attempt is made here to indicate the significance of comparative analysis. The second part presents the great impact that has made Civil law tradition since the time of Rome and the "founders" of international law, taking into account each source that is considered a source of international law extracted from Roman or Civil law. The third part considers through the spectrum of Common law what the value of judicial precedent in the practice of the International Court of Justice (hereinafter: ICJ) is and if the Court creates law. At the end of the paper, some conclusions are attempted.

PART 1.
THE SOURCES OF INTERNATIONAL LAW

The Significance of Comparative Approach

The essence of law, as well as international law, is very complicated. "In one view, the essence of law is that it is imposed upon society by a sovereign will. In the other, the essence of law is that it develops within society of its own vitality"\(^1\). The international law as a separate legal system has its own features. But generally, international law, like national law, is a product of the development or just of a will of international society, the main actors of which are states (as general actors) and international organizations. Both of them can take part in the creation of norms of international law. And the process of the creation of international legal norms has been under the influence of the major legal systems, especially Civil and Common law systems. And "it is not surprising that the theories and practice developed in municipal system of law have exerted their influence upon the minds of those who were called upon to deal with it in the international sphere"\(^2\).

The investigation of the influence of separate legal systems on the sources of and the whole international law with the comparative approach "assists in the creation

---

of a healthy context for the development of international relations\textsuperscript{3}, as "[m]odern world conditions require that international law be completely re-thought: over and above mere peaceful co-existence between nations new forms of co-operation must develop on the technical matters and upon regional and even world-wide scales\textsuperscript{4}.

Moreover, the comparative approach and comparative law are very important for international law and its development, which is a continuous process and needs to be understood in its multidimensional development. Nowadays the international unification of law touching international relations that is in other words "unification of sources" is a very significant function of the United Nations and "the harmonization implied by international unification of law cannot be carried out without the help of comparative law\textsuperscript{5}.

**General and Subsidiary Sources of International Law**

Any legal system requires a body of law\textsuperscript{6}. And "international lawyers appear to have persisted longer in search of ‘sources’\textsuperscript{7}. Now it is easier to find them as Article 38 of the Statutes of the ICJ defines that "[t]he Court, whose function is to decide in accordance with international law such disputes as are submitted to it, shall apply: a. international conventions, whether general or particular, establishing rules expressly recognized by the contesting states; b. international custom, as evidence of a general practice accepted as law; c. the general principles of law recognized by civilized nations; d. subject to the provisions of Article 59, judicial decisions and the teachings of the most highly qualified publicists of the various nations, as subsidiary means for the determination of rules of law."

The Article does not use the word "source" that is why many scholars, taking into account that in the international legal system "states are both the law-makers and the subjects of that law" and "the modalities of creating international law vary from those employed in the national systems" refer to them as "‘law creating processes’ rather than ‘sources of international law’\textsuperscript{8}.

The present paper uses both categories, as the investigation of the impact of two legal traditions vis-à-vis the sources of international law is also an investigation of impact on their creation.

Instead, international law derives from the host of treaties and conventions made by the state and it can be witnessed in the judicial decisions of various courts and tribunals, which often refer to the general principles of law, recognized by civilized nations or the writings of eminent authorities on international law.

It is noteworthy that the Statute defines direct sources of international law and subsidiary means that can be used in order to determine some rules of law. And on the basis of the used terms sources of international law can be classified in general and
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In other words, the Statute defines "the exclusive character of three law-creating processes in international law: consensual understandings in the widest sense, international customary law, and the general principles of law recognized by civilized nations". On the other hand, Article 38 defines some means that can be used in order to find out or for determination of the existing rule. But Article 38 pays no attention to the fact where the rule can be retrieved from, or where those abstract rules of international law are that need to be determined.

Moreover Article 38 in its words gives no opportunity for the creation of law by judicial decisions as it mentions Article 59 of the Statute of ICJ, which defines that "[t]he decision of the Court has no binding force except between the parties and in respect of that particular case."

But it is not the case of practice of the ICJ. That is why the judicial precedent of the ICJ is usually discussed on two ways:
1. judicial precedent in the Statute of the ICJ and
2. in the practice of the ICJ.

As far as the teachings of the most highly qualified publicists of the various nations are concerned, the Statute also views them as a subsidiary means for the determination of rules, and in practice, they are also "responsible" for the development of international law.

PART 2.
THE IMPACT OF CIVIL LAW TRADITION

In Civil or Romance-Germanic law tradition, "the accepted theory of sources of law recognizes only statutes, regulations, and custom as source of law." It is not difficult to see that the Statute of the ICJ defines the same sources as the general sources of international law. Although "the general principles of law" are not mentioned above, many scholars consider them as one of the features of Civil law tradition. And Rene’ David believes that the interpretation of the provision – "general principles of law recognized by civilized nations" that is defined in Article 38/1 (c) of the ICJ Statute, "can only be based in comparative law."

It is almost a common point of view that "[t]he Law of Nations is but private law ‘write large’. It is an application to political communities of those legal ideas which were originally applied to relations between individuals."

"Roman law can be thought to fulfill its role as a source of inspiration for international law in three ways. First, it might have served as a direct historical source dur-

10 W. E. Holder and G. A. Brennan, supra note 2, p. 52.
12 For example: Randal Lesaffer, Argument from Roman Law in Current International Law: Occupation and Acquisitive Prescription, European Journal of International Law (Feb. 2005); 16 No 1, p. 25-58.
13 Rene’ David and John E. C. Brierley, supra note 3, p. 9.
ing the formative period of the modern law of nations. Second, it might have served as an indirect historical source because of its enduring impact on the great municipal law systems afterwards. Thirdly, it might still be considered ratio scripta, the expression of a timeless and universal law.\(^{15}\)

**Historical Approach**

In order to see the influence of Civil Law on the sources of international law, it is very important to look through approaches of "the founders" of international law. And almost all of them had a point of view that the origins of international law had come from Roman or private law.

According to the view of the former judge of the ICJ H. Lautherpacht "[t]he modern repudiation of private law as a source of international law seems to have received some support from Grotius and his forerunners and successors\(^{16}\)."

Albertus Gentiles (1552-1608), Regius professor of Civil Law at Oxford said that "]all Sovereign Princes are obliged to be governed by the Civil Law in the disputes between them."\(^{17}\)

Hugo Grotius (1583-1645), 'the founder of international law', "did not accept private law (or Roman law) as having per se obligatory force in international law, but he certainly was taking over, under a different name, its rules and principles whenever he deemed it to be evidence of the law of nature applicable to a given case\(^{17}\)." Moreover, as Grotius mentions "with respect to the whole mankind States took the place of private people\(^{18}\).

We agree with H. Lautherpacht's view that Roman law had played a paramount role during the formative period (16th -17th centuries) of international law as the great authors of international law, like A. Gentilis, H. Grotius, Richard Zouche and even the 'positivist' Cornelius van Bynkershoek (1673-1743) had made ample use of 'private law analogies' derived from Roman law in articulating the emerging law of nations." Moreover "[i]n the Middle Ages, Roman Law was, to a large extent, conterminous with law\(^{19}\)."

For Lautherpacht as well, Roman law was the common core under the municipal law system of the Civil law tradition, which can be considered as an indirect historical impact.

In the light of the abovementioned, we can say that Roman law served as a historical source for current international law.

**Civil Law and International Law Sources**

**Treaties**

One of the features of Civil Law tradition is that it is a private law, or in other words, "private law derives from Civil Law." And the whole private law is based on

---

\(^{15}\) Randal Lesaffer, supra note 12, p. 25.
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contract that is "a promise between two or more parties that the law recognizes as binding by providing a remedy in the event of breach"\textsuperscript{20}. One of the main differences between Common law and Civil law contracts is that in Common law tradition the general pillar of the contract is "mutual assent’ between the parties"\textsuperscript{21}, while in Civil law tradition it is ‘a promise’.

The Charter of the United Nations recognizes the sovereign equality of the states as one of the \textit{jus cogens} or peremptory principles of international law (\textit{Article 2/1}). And this principle is the basis of international law on treaties (\textit{The Preamble of Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, (1969)}). Without this principle, there can be no agreement between states.

"The law of treaties was tributary to contract law"\textsuperscript{22}. And "[t]hat all contracts are based on agreement and that they should bind the parties were Roman ideas\textsuperscript{23}. As a matter of substantive law, therefore, "it was the French Civil Code’s achievement to recognize that the parties’ agreement creates a contract, regardless of its form or subject matter\textsuperscript{24}.

Taking into account the abovementioned, we agree with Judge H. Lautherpacht that "[t]he legal nature of private law contracts and international law treaties is essentially the same. The autonomous will of the parties is, both in contract and in treaty, the constitutive condition of a legal relation which, from the moment of its creation, becomes independent of the discretionary will of one of the parties" and "[i]t is the law of the State which gives objective force to a contract in private law, and it is the rule \textit{pacta sunt servanda}, one of the fundamentals of international law, which imparts objective force to international treaties\textsuperscript{25}.

Thus, some conclusion can be made that an international treaty that is in the first level of hierarchy of the sources of international law is an expression of a contract from Civil Law (Private Law) tradition, and that the principle \textit{pacta sunt servanda} that provides: "[e]very treaty in force is binding upon the parties to it and must be performed by them in good faith" (\textit{Article 26 of Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties.}) is nothing else than one of the major features of Civil Law tradition, as "good faith" is applicable to Civil Law only.

\textit{Custom}

In the hierarchy of the sources of international law, according to \textit{Article 38 of the ICJ Statute}, the custom is the second one.

There are some controversies among some scholars concerning the significance of the custom in international law. Some of them think that the role of the custom is not so important to feel comfortable at this pace of the development of international
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law, because of its slow movement and development. The positivist school of law has also attempted to dismiss the role of custom. According to that view, "custom now occupies only a minimal place in codified law which in the future is to be identified with the will of the legislators" or with the will of states in the case of international law. This view is also expressed in the official documents of some states.

The others think that it is a dynamic action for the creation of international law and even more important than treaties, as it has universal application. And even some scholars think that it is very difficult to "make a sharp division between customary law and the principles of law".

However, the application of customary international law by the ICJ is a fact now and nobody thinks that there has been any influence on the contemporary international law by the customary law.

The wording of Article 38 shows that for the creation of a customary rule only the state practice is not enough and that practice must be "accepted as law." The state practice is only the material element; the subjective belief of states in the fact "that behavior is a law" is also required. In other words "[n]ot only must the acts concerned amount to a settled practice, but they must also be such, or be carried out in such a way, as to be evidence of a belief that this practice is rendered obligatory by the existence of a rule of law requiring it. The need of such a belief, i.e., the existence of a subjective element, is implicit in the very notion of the opinion juris sive necessitates." Thus, customary international law consists of state practice (usus) and opinio juris. And it must be indicated that opinio juris is not required to be expressed; it can also be deduced from the state practice, but the practice must be "crystallized" enough.

As the impact of two main legal traditions on the international custom as a source of international law is concerned, it must be born in mind that "Common law is not a customary law." And "[t]he 'general immemorial custom of the realm' upon which the Common law is theoretically based was never anything more than a simple fiction employed in order to remove any suspicion of arbitrariness with respect to what the early judges were actually doing". It can also be added that "Law in England, before the elaboration of the Common law, was essentially customary, and the Common law borrowed many rules from the varied local customs formerly in force, but the process of building the Common law itself was the fashioning of a judge-made law, based on reason, which replaced the customary law of the Anglo-Saxon period."
But one may ask whether the judge who is trying to apply some rules tries to declare and apply what is already law that exists as a customary rule, or introduces a new rule into the law. In this case some demarcation lines must be made between custom and rules of Common law: "[c]ustom is not usually matter of record, and has to be proved from practice – frequently ancient practice, not easily demonstrable; whereas rules of Common Law, however general and ‘immemorial’, are always to be found in some kind of formulation, whether in decisions, dicta, or commentaries"\(^{35}\).

As it concerns Roman law, "[i]t was accepted as a fact of general recognition … that the original law of Rome had been customary", that was codified later, "first with the semi-legendary Leges Regiae, and next with the Twelve Tables"\(^{36}\). And even before the thirteenth century "[t]he existing elements, from which the system was to be constituted, were essentially of a customary character"\(^{37}\). But scientific community does not accept the explicit theory of custom in Roman law. And even now "while an explicit theory of custom is absent from the surviving sources of Roman Law, its recognition in great variety of circumstances leaves no doubt of its practical importance"\(^{38}\).

The faith that customary international law has been under the influence of Roman or Civil Law comes also from the fact that in Roman law the essential characteristic of custom was "uniformity or unanimity of practice"\(^{39}\) and that such terms as usus or opinio necessitaties were essential part for making obligatory custom in Roman law. All these terms can be seen in the judgments of the ICJ and they are used for finding out the existence of customary rules in international relations of states. It does not mean that customary international law is some kind of mirror of the customary law that has been in Roman or Civil Law, but it can be a proof for that it is Civil Law tradition that has made a great influence on recognition customary rules as source of international law by the ICJ and on the further development of customary international law, that has been codified since the 20\(^{th}\) century but still serves the international community as a great area of obligatory rules.

**General Principles of Law**

Article 38/1(c) provides the third source of international law that is "the general principles of law recognized by civilized nations." These principles do not consist "in specific rules formulated for practical purposes, but in general propositions underlying the various rules of law which express the essential qualities of judicial truth itself, in short of Law"\(^{40}\). If we look through the travaux preparatoires of the Statute, we can see that Lord Phillimore, who proposed the formula, explained that "by general principles of law he meant ‘maxims of law’" and that these principles must be "accepted by all nations in foro domestico"\(^{41}\). As far as the recognition "by civilized nations" is concerned, the qualification was intended "to safeguard against subjective and possi-
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ble arbitrariness on the part of the judge" and to exclude from consideration systems of law of primitive communities that were not civilized. Article 38/1 (c) "denies the fundamental tenet of positivism that custom and treaty are the only sources upon which the judge is entitled to draw."

The general principles of law or super-eminent principles (Generalklauseln, principles g‘ene’ rawaux) are also regarded as sources of law in Civil law tradition. These principles can be found sometimes "in the enacted law and also, if need be, outside it" and "they bring to light the fact that in the Romance-Germanic family there is a sub-ordination of law to the commands of justice, such as it is conceived at a given moment in a given period, and that this legal family is a jurists’ law, not merely a system of legislative norms."44

Judge H. Lautherpacht saw these principles as "nothing but the basic principles and features that the main law systems of the world shared" and "as private law, of all branches of the law, had the longest tradition and were by far the best developed, general principles of law under Article 38 referred first and foremost to the common heritage of (Western) heritage national private law systems."45 In his view "[i]n consequences, the Statute had legitimated the practice of private law analogies and had given it an essential role in the development of international law."46

H. Lautherpacht indicated also the view of Common law lawyers saying that some 19th and 20th century lawyers, especially from common law countries, directly referred to Roman law as ‘ratio scripta’ (The reason of the thing). To those authors, Roman law by definition seemed to embody the general principle of law.

For him, private law rules could only be invoked as proof of ‘general principles of law’ inasmuch as they were truly ‘general’. This necessitated that those roles had to be ‘universally adopted’, which outweighed consideration of ‘legal justice’. Under ‘universal’ he understood that those rules had at least to be found in “the main systems of private jurisprudence”.47

Taking into account the abovementioned, it can be stated that "general principles of law" are one of the main features of Civil Law tradition and that it has greatly influenced understanding and applying such principles in contemporary international law. To prove this, a lot of “maxims of law” functioning in international law and having their roots in Roman law can be adduced, such as pacta sunt servanda, nulum crime sine lege, lege specialis derogat legi generalis, jus excludenti alios, onus probandi incumbit actori, right of occupation terra nullius, etc.48

However, one should not forget that "[t]he general principles as a whole are determined and defined by comparative law, i.e. by the process of comparing municipal

42 Ibid, p. 93.
44 Rene’ David and John E. C. Brierley, supra note 3, p. 137.
45 Randal Lesaffer, supra note 12, p. 29.
46 Hersch Lautherpacht, supra note 16, p. viii.
47 Ibid., p. 177.
systems of law." It means that besides the huge influence from Civil Law tradition, the general principles of international law are influenced also by Common law tradition, because "a principle of law is general if it is being applied by the most representative systems of municipal law." This notion has been reaffirmed by the ICJ in *Corfu Channel* case.

**The teachings of publicists**

The one of the subsidiary means for determining rules of international law, per Article 38/1 (d) of the Statute of the ICJ, is "the teachings of the most highly qualified publicists of the various nations". The teachings that can appear in various forms like books, articles, etc., are considered "secondary sources" in terms of the sources of international law.

Looking through the history, writers on international law held a "pre-eminent position" and it was very difficult to speak about and to implement international law and not to rely heavily on the writings of Suarez, Gentilis (16th century), Grotius, Zouche, Pufendorf (17th century), also in 20th century, in particularly in the first part, international law was a subject of influence of scholars (Oppenheim, Laufferpacht, etc.) and even "[u]pon a long view, there seems to be no legal order wherein the publicists – a peculiar term – played a greater part than international law".

The ICJ in its cases mostly does not include statements of publicists, but opinions of judges are full of these statements. Individual judges pay "greater or less regard to the writings of publicists as authoritative statements of the law, although as a matter of policy the Court will not disclose in its judgment the secondary means of determining the relevant rules which have most influenced its deliberations." The PCIJ also referred to doctrine. In the judgment of 1925, it referred to the "much disputed question in the teachings of legal authorities and in the jurisprudence of the principal writers." That is what we can also see in some judgments of the courts in modern Italy, even in the circumstances when the legislature has prohibited citing books and articles in their opinions.

Under the comparative analyze it can be seen that in Common law tradition "law owes less to professors … and more to judges", on the other hand "[w]orks of legal
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scholarship were for a long time the fundamental source of law in Romance-Germanic family", which was not as such for the lawyers from Common law tradition, and "[o]nly recently has the primacy of doctrinal writing given way to that of enacted law, with the establishment of democratic ideas and the advent of codification"\(^\text{57}\).

Looking through the Roman law history, we can find also that in some period great Roman lawyers' opinions were even regarded as a source of Roman law. And it is true that sometimes Romance-Germanic legal family is considered to be "jurists’ law"\(^\text{58}\). It is also significant that the main 'representatives' of Civil law tradition: *Corpus Juris Civilis* and the Civil Code of Napoleon were drafted by scholars.

Thus, it is noteworthy that "legal scholars are the dominant actors in civil law"\(^\text{59}\) and it is the Civil Law under whose influence teaching of most qualified publicists has been recognized by the international community as a subsidiary means for the determination of law rules or as a secondary source.

PART 3.
THE IMPACT OF COMMON LAW TRADITION

The main sources of international law have their roots in Civil Law tradition, but it did not prevent some lawyers from conclusions that "the law of nations in its full extent, was a part of the law of England"\(^\text{60}\) or that "international law is a part of United States law"\(^\text{61}\).

It is very hard to agree with them. No one denies that Common law has its part of influence upon international law, but it cannot be the main source from which the law of nations takes its start, what is more comfortable to say about Roman law.

Nevertheless, the main evidence of the influence upon the sources of international law by Common law is the judicial precedent.

*The Significance of the Judicial Precedent in the ICJ and International Law*

Article 38/1 (d) provides judicial decisions as a subsidiary means for the determination of rules of law and mentions also Article 59 of the Statute, which stipulates that "[t]he decision of the Court has no binding force except between the parties and in respect of that particular case." A similar article can be found also in the French Code Civil (Article 5: "Judges are forbidden to decide cases submitted to them by way of general and regulatory provisions."). But the wording of Article 59 is complicated and "has reference not to the major question" but "to an altogether minor point relating to intervention – a point connected with Article 63"\(^\text{62}\) which lays down: "2. Every

\(^{57}\) Ibid, p. 134.

\(^{58}\) Rene' David and John E. C. Brierley, supra note 4, p. 137.

\(^{59}\) J. H. Merryman and R. Pe'rez-Perdomo, supra note 11, p. 60.


\(^{61}\) The U.S. Supreme Court, Mr. Justice Gray in Paquete Habana, 175, U.S., 677, 700 in Jans I. Westengand, supra note 60, p. 3.

state so notified has the right to intervene in the proceedings; but if it uses this right, the construction given by the judgment will be equally binding upon it," otherwise Article 38/1 (d) would be meaningless.

Thus, Article 59 does not forbid using judicial precedent but "states directly what Article 63 expresses indirectly." Although this point of view is not universal and it is accepted also that Article 59 "excludes the system of proceedings." And if it is so than only in the Statute and in theory, but not in practice.

In practice, referring to the previous decisions is one of the features of the ICJ. There are many cases where the International Court (the PCIJ and its successor the ICJ) referred to its previous decisions. For example: "Nothing has been advanced in the course of the present proceedings calculated to alter the Court's opinion on this point," "following the precedent afforded by its Advisory Opinion N. 3 …"; "the Court would normally apply the principle it reaffirmed in its 1950 Advisory Opinion concerning the Competence of the General Assembly for the Admission of a State to the U.N. …"; "as the Court said in its Judgment on the preliminary objections in the case concerning the Temple of Preah Vihear …"; "the principles underlying earlier decisions throw light on the question …", etc.

Moreover, it is difficult to find a case where no reaffirmal to previous decisions is made. But it does not mean that international law (and the Court) "adopted the common law doctrine of judicial precedent." The Court is not bound to act in accordance with its previous decisions. And if in Common law tradition the case-law "follows the rule of stare decisis", no such demand is required for the ICJ. But some judges had another point of view. For example, Judge Read in the Peace Treaties case adopted a highly technical principle of the Common law: "Article 38 of the Statute is mandatory and not discretionary … The expression ‘judicial decisions’ certainly includes … the principles applied by the Court as the basis of its decisions."  

---

67 Fisheries Jurisdiction Case (United Kingdom v. Iceland), Jurisdiction of the Court, Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 1973, pp. 9-10. Available at http://www.icj-cij.org/pcij/serie_B/B_16/01_Interpretation_de_l_Accord_greco-turc_Avis_consultatif.pdf
On the other hand, the ICJ "while not fettered by the rigidity of the formal doctrine of precedent, has largely adopted its substance"\(^\text{72}\). The appearances of judicial precedential system can be also noticed in Civil law tradition. In the contemporary judicial systems of Civil law, countries courts try not to act in contrary to their previous decisions and that is because of the influence that Common law tradition has had upon Civil law and upon international law.

The adoption of the doctrine of precedent has its reasons. The reason is the same as it was for the creation of formal doctrine of precedent in the countries of Common law. It is the absence of a generally recognized system of law, such as in Civil law. There are, of course, many international agreements that create international legal system, but that system is very stable and needs to be developed. For that the international tribunals and especially the ICJ are the only institutes that can develop it out of the political influence of states and sometimes even try to create a law.

**Does the ICJ create law?**

The creation of law by judges is a feature of Common law. The Common law, "created by the royal courts of Westminster, is a ‘judge made’ law" and "[t]he role of judicial decisions has not only been to apply but also to define the legal rules"\(^\text{73}\).

According to the competence the Court has received from the international community, it has no right to create law. The International Court (the PCIJ and then the ICJ) has been set up with certain purposes, defined in its Statute but in years it has grown up "to fulfill tasks not wholly identical with those which were in the minds of their authors at the time of their creation"\(^\text{74}\). The new direction of the Court’s function has been the development of international law. And "judicial decisions have become a most important factor in the development of international law, and the authority and persuasive power of judicial decisions may sometimes give them greater significance than they enjoy formally"\(^\text{75}\).

Some scholars think that in the process of the development of international law the Court sometimes creates law. And that law has been defined as "judicial legislation", which is "not a legal term of art, but legal philosophy"\(^\text{76}\).

The Court itself has always denied in its cases that it could create law: "[i]t is clear that the Court cannot legislate … it states the existing law and does not legislate"\(^\text{77}\). Judge Weiss in *Lotus* case also was against the creation of law by the Court: "[i]nternational law is not created by an accumulation of opinions and systems; neither is its source a sum total of judgments, even if they agree with each other. … the only source of international law is the consensus omnium"\(^\text{78}\). Judge Read declared in
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\(^{72}\) Sir Hersch Lauterpacht, supra note 80, p. 14.
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\(^{74}\) Sir Hersch Lauterpacht, supra note 80, p. 5. In sociology this phenomenon is described as "a heterogony of aims."


\(^{76}\) Sir Hersch Lauterpacht, supra note 62, p. 155.


Peace Treaties case that the Court "is not a law-making organ". The same view was held by Judge Ammoun in Namibia case and by Judge Krylov in Reparation case.

But taking into account that there is no doubt that the Court can contribute to the development of law, "presumeable that development ultimately results in the creation of new law." And it is true that "in many cases it is quite impossible to say where the development of law ends and where its creation begins." Another interesting view is that Judge Tanaka held in South West Africa case: "[w]e cannot deny the possibility of some degree of creative element in the judicial activities" and the Court is permitted "to declare what can be logically inferred from the raison d'être of a legal system, legal institution or norm" but is not permitted "to establish law independently of a legal system, institution or norm".

Although the Court has been careful "never to assert a power to make a law", it in several cases has made revolutionary pronouncements that may be considered as a new law. In Jurisdiction of Danzig Courts it said that individuals sometimes can be a subject of international law and bring claims based on international treaties. In International Status of South-West Africa the Court recognized not only the rights of States and peoples, but also the rights of inhabitance in the matter of petition. And the most important case of this sphere was the Reparation case, which is "one of the most significant examples of judicial legislation". In that case the Court held that "the UN has the capacity to bring an international claim against the responsible de jure or de facto government (even of non member States) with a view of obtaining the reparations".

There are a lot of examples of judicial legislation (The Genocide Convention case, The Anglo-Norwegian Fisheries case etc.), where the Court defined some rights and obligations that had never been before in international treaties, in custom or even

---

84 Mohamed Shahabuddeen, supra note 82, p. 86.
87 Sir Hersch Lauterpacht, supra note 62, p. 176.
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in general principles of law. The Court defined them as the result of the development of law. But in reality, those actions cannot be considered something else but creating law through its development.

Thus, it must be concluded that the ICJ has been influenced by the features of the Common Law tradition very much at least in the field of applying judicial precedent and creation of law.

CONCLUSION

In the light of the above mentioned, some conclusions can be made. As we have already seen both legal traditions have had a significant influence and impact upon the sources of international law and on the international law as a whole.

We can say that in international law Civil law tradition predominates and its impact is more fundamental, as it: (a) has been the historical source for international law, (b) has served as basic sources for general rules of natural law that has formed the law of nations, (c) has still been considered to be ‘ratio scripta’, or the expression of universal law. That is why, the main and general sources of international law are the traditional sources of the Civil law tradition (statutes, treaties, custom, general principles of law, legal writings).

As far as the Common law tradition is concerned, it must be indicated that since the establishment of the Permanent Court of International Justice, the features of Common law, judicial precedent and judge-made law, have become a very important part of the whole international law. And nowadays no international lawyer can realize the notion of international law without going through the cases of the Court. The Court has done a significant work in the development of international law with its continuing judicial precedents and sometimes judicial legislation. There is no doubt that the precedential law and the development (sometimes creation) of law has become one of the inherent and integral parts of international judicial procedure.

Thus, there is a great impact vis-à-vis the sources of current international law from both legal traditions, and as Judge Lautherpacht said; international law is nothing else but "the generalization of the legal experience of mankind"89.

Another significant feature of international law is that in the 20th and the 21st centuries, it has become the main and powerful measure, by which legal traditions affect and influence each other.

иных областях, сфере деятельности, юриспруденции и правовой жизни, а также в международных отношениях. Важность и значение международного права как урегулированных норм и принципов в международных отношениях и деятельности международных организаций.

Сравнительный анализ международного и национального права показывает, что они имеют сходства и различия. Сходство заключается в том, что оба вида права основаны на принципах справедливости, равенства и охраны прав человека. Однако национальное право имеет более жесткую регуляцию, чем международное, что связано с историческим и культурным контекстом. Международное право, с другой стороны, более гибкое и адаптируется к меняющимся условиям и требованием современности.

В современном мире международное право играет важную роль в регулировании международных отношений и обеспечении мира и безопасности. Оно является основой для гармоничных и продуктивных отношений между государствами. Однако, несмотря на его важность, оно также имеет множество проблем и недостатков, включая недостаток обязательности и непротекционизм. Это требует постоянного совершенствования и адаптации к изменяющимся условиям и вызовам современного мира.
рующую роль отдельных из них. Примечательно, что, когда принимались эти источники, в основу была положена главным образом континентальная правовая семья, что проявилось в статье 38-й Устава Международного суда ООН. Однако по ходу практической имплементации этих источников трудно чётко указать, к какой из правовых семей, общей или гражданской, относится тот или иной из них.

В современном международном праве повышается роль тех источников, которые принято считать вспомогательными средствами для конкретизации правовых норм. В качестве примера автор приводит судебный прецедент. Названный в Уставе Международного суда ООН «вспомогательным средством конкретизации правовых норм», на практике он приобрёл свойства судебного прецедента, принятого в странах общей правовой семьи. Более того, Международный суд создаёт нормы международного права, что является безусловной прерогативой судов стран общего права.